**PIN POINT**

- PIN 1 --- RED
- PIN 2 --- BLACK
- PIN 3 --- WHITE/YELLOW
- PIN 4 --- BLACK/YELLOW
- PIN 5 --- WHITE/RED
- PIN 6 --- BLACK/RED
- PIN 7 --- WHITE/BLUE
- PIN 8 --- WHITE/ORANGE
- PIN 9 --- ORANGE
- PIN 10 --- GREEN
- PIN 11 --- WHITE/BROWN
- PIN 12 --- WHITE/BLACK
- PIN 13 --- PURPLE
- PIN 14 --- GRAY
- PIN 15 --- WHITE
- PIN 16 --- BLUE
- PIN 17 --- YELLOW
- PIN 18 --- BLACK/BLUE
- PIN 19 --- BROWN
- PIN 20 --- BLACK/BROWN

**Wire Specifications**

- **Wire**: UL2464 #24/20C
- **Terminal**: T1002-TP
- **Housing**: H1002-20PDB000R

**Pulling Force**

- **Terminal To Wire**: ≥ 2.5KG

**Dimensions**

- **Length**: 1500mm +/- 30
- **Width**: 55mm +/- 5